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Abstract

/s/ category to include more /S/-like sounds [7, 8].
In perceptual learning studies, some sort of variation or ambiguity is present in the speech signal that a listener needs to
learn. The literature has exploited a range of means of introducing such variation. Naturally produced non-native accents
[11, 12], manipulated non-native accents [13], synthesized nonexistent accents [14], and synthesized sounds within naturally
produced native accents [7] have all been used successfully to
demonstrate and explore the limits of adaptation and perceptual
learning.
Recently, [15] found robust generalization in the perceptual
learning of a vowel shift from speech that was naturally produced with category mismatched vowels that were presented as
being involved in an unattested back vowel chain shift. That
is, the speaker’s vowel space was shifted such that any back
vowel was pronounced like the adjacent vowel one step higher
in F1 (i.e., lower in the vowel space). In a series of experiments, Weatherholtz demonstrated that listeners exposed to part
of this shift in a leave-one-out paradigm generalized the entire
shift, including vowel pronunciations they had not previously
heard. The robustness of this generalization contrasts with the
more vowel-speciﬁc ﬁndings of [14]. Weatherholtz suggested
that the patterns of vowel speciﬁc learning with a synthesized
non-existent accent in [14] could have been due to the quality of
the concatenative text-to-speech synthesizer used in that work,
which caused listeners to adopt a more vowel-speciﬁc listening
strategy that may have impaired the generalization of a vowel
shift. Listeners do perform differently on a range of tasks when
presented with synthetic speech [16, 17, 18]. [19] demonstrated
listeners struggle subjectively and objectively in comprehending spectrally degraded synthetic speech compared to unmasked
natural speech, in addition to experiencing physiological stress
responses when exposed to synthetic speech. Moreover, the
physiological responses and increased processing demands recruited to process the synthetic speech were different from the
responses to masked natural speech.
As summarized above, the literature on perceptual learning has exploited both natural and synthetic ambiguity to elicit
learning, so we know that listeners can and do perceptually
learn from natural and synthetically ambiguous spoken language. However, to our knowledge no study has directly compared adaptation and generalization processes in synthesized
and naturally-produced speech, and the differences between the
Weatherholtz and Maye and colleagues’ studies motivate this
investigation. Moreover, understanding the differences in how
listeners respond to and learn natural and synthetic speech has
implications for human-computer interaction and the learning
of language for children and adults via online platforms (e.g.,
Duolingo).

Perceptual learning of novel pronunciations is a seemingly robust and efﬁcient process for adapting to unfamiliar speech patterns. In this study we compare perceptual learning of /s/ words
where a medially occurring /s/ is substituted with /S/, rendering,
for example, castle as /kæSl/ instead of /kæsl/. Exposure to the
novel pronunciations is presented in the guise of a lexical decision task. Perceptual learning is assessed in a categorization
task where listeners are presented with minimal pair continua
(e.g., sock-shock). Given recent suggestions that perceptual
learning may be more robust with natural as opposed to synthesized speech, we compare perceptual learning in groups that
either receive natural /s/-to-/S/ words or resynthesized /s/-to-/S/
words. Despite low word endorsement rates in the lexical decision task, both groups of listeners show robust generalization in
perceptual learning to the novel minimal pair continua, thereby
indicating that at least with high quality resynthesis, perceptual
learning in natural and synthesized speech is roughly equivalent.
Index Terms: perceptual learning, adaptation, synthesis, lexical decision

1. Introduction
Spoken language is a highly variable signal. How listeners
manage fast and accurate recognition in spite of this – a phenomenon known as perceptual constancy [1] or recognition
equivalence [2] – is a critical question in the speech sciences.
The variability in speech stems from several sources. While
some variability, like that from variation in talker anatomy
and physiology [3, 4, 5], appears to be at least superﬁcially
easy for listeners to manage (i.e., accurate recognition is easily achieved), other sources of variability like noise, language
disorders, and unfamiliar accent present more of a challenge.
These latter factors all contribute to an increased difﬁculty in
recognition processes, and thus are often lumped together as
adverse listening conditions (see [6] for a review). Listeners,
however, readily adapt to these adverse listening conditions and
one of the processes involved in adaptation is thought to be perceptual learning. Simply, increased exposure to speech in adverse conditions increases its intelligibility. Researchers have
explored perceptual learning in speech from a range of perspectives and have demonstrated the robustness of the behaviour
[7, 8, 9, 10].
A classic example of perceptual learning in speech is as
follows: listeners hear the word monsoon pronounced not with
a canonical /s/, but a fricative that is ambiguous between /s/
and /S/: mon?soon. In hearing this novel pronunciation in the
context of a known lexical item, listeners learn to expand their
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produced /s/ word.
The between-participant manipulation in this experiment
was whether listeners were presented with the resynthesized or
unchanged natural productions in the exposure phase. Resynthesis was done using STRAIGHT [23], which has been widely
used in recent perceptual learning studies (e.g., [24, 20] and
others). The stimuli were originally recorded for [20], which
used synthesized ambiguous steps of /s/-/S/ continua for perceptual learning exposure. In contrast to [20], the materials used in
the current experiment are either natural or resynthesized versions of the natural productions, with no tokens from intermediate continuum steps present in the exposure phase. All tokens
in the categorization phase, however, were synthesized items
along from the middle of continua, and did not include the original canonical endpoints. Categorization steps were determined
in a pre-test [20].

To this end we use a lexical decision exposure phase to test
whether synthesis affects the perceptual learning of items where
the /s/ has been replaced by /S/ – e.g., castle is pronounced as
/kæSl/ not /kæsl/. In a between-subjects design, listeners were
either exposed to 20 category mismatched /s/-to-/S/ items in
their naturally produced forms or after having been run through
a synthesizer. To maximize the likelihood of perceiving the mismatched items as words, all items with /s/-to-/S/ had the sound
in medial word positions [20, 21].

2. Experiment
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Materials
Materials were constructed for a lexical decision task and a categorization task. For the lexical decision task, a total of 200 multisyllabic stimuli were presented to listeners, equally divided
between word and nonword stimuli. Critical exposure stimuli were 20 words that had /s/ in the onset of the ﬁnal syllable
(henceforth, /s/ or /s/-to-/S/ words); these words are presented in
Table 1. The remaining 80 word stimuli and all nonword stimuli contained no sibilant fricatives (/s z S Z tS dZ/). The items
for the categorization task were six middle steps out of a continuum originally synthesized to have 11 steps for four minimal
pairs (sack-shack, sigh-shy, sin-shin, sock-shock). For two of
these pairs the /s/ word is more frequent, while the /S/ words are
more frequent for the other two items [22], thus eliminating any
systematic response bias.

2.1.2. Participants
A total of 50 native speakers of English (27 = female, 22 =
male, 1 = gender non-binary, average age = 19.6 years) completed the task for course credit. Twenty-ﬁve participants were
assigned to each condition. None of the participants reported
any uncorrected speech, language, or hearing disorders.
2.1.3. Procedures
Participants completed an exposure task and a categorization
task in E-Prime [25]. Exposure was a lexical decision task. Participants heard auditory stimuli and were instructed to respond
with either “word” if they thought what they heard was a word
or “nonword” if they did not think it was a word. The buttons
corresponding to “word” and “nonword” were counterbalanced
across participants. Trial order followed the recommendations
of [10]. The auditory stimulus was presented 500 ms after the
presentation of the word/nonword response options. Participants had 3000 ms from the onset of the auditory stimulus to
respond.
In the categorization task, participants were presented with
an auditory stimulus and asked to categorize it as one of two
words (e.g., sin and shin), which were presented as options on
the response screen. The six most ambiguous steps of the minimal pair continua were used with seven repetitions each. Thus,
there was a total of 168 categorization trials.

Table 1: Critical items used for perceptual learning in the exposure phase with their standard pronunciations and pronunciations used in the current experiment.
Word
carousel
castle
concert
croissant
currency
cursor
curtsy
dancer
dinosaur
faucet
fossil
galaxy
medicine
missile
monsoon
pencil
pharmacy
tassel
taxi
whistle

Standard
kæ.ô@.sEl
kæ.sl
kAn.sôt
kô@.sAnt
kô.En.si
kô.sô
kôt.si
dæn.sô
daI.noU.soô
fA.sIt
fA.sl
gæ.lIk.si
mE.d@.sIn
mI.sl
mAn.sun
pEn.sl
fAô.m@.si
tæ.sl
tæk.si
wI.sl

Experiment Pronunciation
kæ.ô@.SEl
kæ.Sl
kAn.Sôt
kô@.SAnt
kô.En.Si
kô.Sô
kôt.Si
dæn.Sô
daI.noU.Soô
fA.SIt
fA.Sl
gæ.lIk.Si
mE.d@.SIn
mI.Sl
mAn.Sun
pEn.Sl
fAô.m@.Si
tæ.Sl
tæk.Si
wI.Sl

2.2. Analysis and Results
We ﬁrst analyze the accuracy and response times in the lexical decision exposure phase before turning to the evidence for
perceptual learning from the categorization task.
2.2.1. Exposure phase
Performance in the lexical decision task was high: overall 97%
of ﬁller words were correctly identiﬁed as words and 90% of
nonwords were correctly identiﬁed as nonwords. Trials with
nonword stimuli and trials with response times below 200 ms
and greater than 2500 ms were removed, following previous
work. A logistic mixed effects model with accuracy as the dependent variable and Trial, Item (Filler, /s/ words), and Condition (natural, synthesized) as ﬁxed effects. The random effects structure was as maximal as permitted by the data. The
model intercept was signiﬁcant [β = 1.50, SE = 0.22, z =
6.93, p < 0.001]. There were signiﬁcant effects of Trial
[β = 0.27, SE = 0.09, z = 3.05, p < 0.01] and Item
[β = 5.97, SE = 0.44, z = 13.64, p < 0.001]. An interaction

The stimuli were recorded by a male native speaker of
North American English. The /s/ words were produced twice,
once with a normal /s/ and then immediately after with /s/ replaced by /S/. The speaker was instructed to produce both tokens
with as similar prosody, speech rate, and style as possible. In
the lexical decision exposure phase, all listeners were presented
with the /S/ version of the /s/ word, rather than the normally
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Figure 1: Word recognition accuracy for ﬁller words and /s/-to/S/ words in the lexical decision task.

Figure 2: Proportion of /s/ responses across the continuum for
listeners exposed to naturally produced /s/-to-/S/ substitutions,
listeners who heard the same items through the STRAIGHT synthesizer, and a control group for comparison. Control group
participants are from [20].

between Item and Condition also surfaced [β = 1.88, SE =
0.62, z = 3.0, p < 0.01]. These results are shown in Figure 1.
Listeners who heard the items that had been passed through the
synthesizer were slightly less accurate on ﬁller items and were
more likely to endorse the mismatched /s/-to-/S/ items as words.
Response times for word items from the lexical decision
task were analyzed in a mixed effects model with centered
and log-scaled response times and Trial, Item, and Condition
as ﬁxed effects. Like the accuracy model, the random effects
structure was as maximal as permitted by the design. The
model intercept was signiﬁcant [β = 0.28, SE = 0.07, t =
3.84, p < 0.001]. There were signiﬁcant effects of Trial
[β = −0.07, SE = 0.03, t = −2.63, p < 0.01] and Item
[β = −0.9, SE = 0.09, t = −9.73, p < 0.001]. Response
times increased through the course of the task and listeners were
faster on ﬁller items compared to /s/-to-/S/ items. Overall, response times were not signiﬁcantly slower in the synthesized
condition (M = 985 ms, SD = 282 ms) than the natural condition (M = 981 ms, SD = 298 ms).

model revealed an effect of Step [β = −2.51, SE = 0.17, z =
−14.7, p < 0.001], in addition to Condition effects such that
both the natural [β = 1.13, SE = 0.29, z = 3.9, p < 0.001]
and synthesized [β = 0.91, SE = 0.26, z = 3.51, p < 0.001]
conditions showed learning compared to control. The interaction between Step and Condition (Synthesized) was signiﬁcant
[β = 0.51, SE = 0.19, z = 2.79, p < 0.01], while the interaction between Step and Condition (Natural) was beyond signiﬁcant [β = 0.30, SE = 0.19, z = 1.59, p = 0.11]. Listeners in
the experimental conditions were more likely to categorize the
test continua as /s/-words compared to the control group and
this pattern strengthened for the more ambiguous middle steps
and the /S/-end of the continua. These results can be seen in
Figure 2.
2.2.3. Performance across tasks
The kind of perceptual learning under study in this experiment
is often called lexically-guided perceptual learning, as it does
not occur with nonwords [7]. Therefore, we expect that listeners
who categorize more of the /s/-to-/S/ words as words (and not
nonword) in the lexical decision exposure task will show more
perceptual learning in the post-test. The relationship between
/s/-to-/S/ item word endorsement rates and perceptual learning
in the post-test is shown in Figure 3 and separated by condition.
There is no apparent relationship between these measures.

2.2.2. Categorization
A logistic mixed-effects model was used to model subjects’
categorization responses (1 = /s/, 0 = /S/). Step, which was
centered, and Condition (natural, synthesized) were ﬁxed effects, and the random effects structure was as maximal as the
data allowed. The intercept of the model was signiﬁcant [β =
1.19, SE = 0.28, z = 4.22, p < 0.001], indicating that participants overall showed a perceptual learning effect (i.e., participants categorized more of the continua as /s/ than as /S/).
There was an effect of Step [β = −2.1, SE = 0.12, z =
−17.37, p < 0.001]; as shown in Figure 2, listeners were more
likely to categorize lower (more /s/-like) steps as /s/ words.
The two experimental conditions were also compared directly to a control group who only completed the categorization task in a model where the control group was the reference
level. The model intercept was not signiﬁcant. However, the

3. Discussion
This study compared perceptual learning in groups of listeners
who heard /s/-words (e.g., castle) pronounced with substituted
/S/ sounds (e.g., /kæSl/) which has been either resynthesized
or naturally produced. In the lexical decision exposure phase,
those who heard the resynthesized tokens were slightly more
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distributions in the range of 0 to +10ms, which overlaps with
the typical pronunciation of /p/ in most varieties of English,
and /b/ VOT distributions of -70 to -60 ms, which are strongly
pre-voiced tokens. Listeners were exposed to these pronunciations in the context of an accent rating task, where the voice
used in the experiment spoken French-accented English, and
then tested in a p/b categorization task. Contrary to the mismatched vowel ﬁndings and the current results, [13] showed
no evidence of perceptual learning from these shifted VOT distributions. A systematic examination of potential differences
in perceptual learning performance under a variety of exposure
tasks (e.g. lexical decision versus narrative), as well as differences in learning of different categories of segments (e.g. vowels versus consonants), should be taken up in future work.
The word endorsement rates for the /s/-to-/S/ words in this
study were low – 29% for the natural productions and 35% for
the synthesized productions. This contrasts with the higher endorsement rates of the same words with ambiguous fricatives
in other work – 71% [20]. While we cannot directly compare
across these studies, it may be the case that the presence of only
unambiguous pronunciations in the present study encouraged
listeners to adopt a more stringent criterion in the lexical decision task as to what should be considered a word. Regardless
of such differences in endorsement rates, however, the magnitude of generalization of perceptual learning across these studies is similar. Earlier work had indicated that listeners do not
perceptually learn novel pronunciations from nonword stimuli (eg., [7]), but for listeners in this study, perceptual learning was robust in the absence of strong lexical endorsement.
One likely explanation for this is that while listeners did not
overtly endorse these items as correct pronunciations of known
words, the overall phonetic and phonological similarity to the
known words activated these lexical representations, facilitating the updating of the distribution of the /s/ category. In other
words, this could be an issue with our interpretation of performance in lexical decision tasks. Lexical decision tasks may tap
more meta-linguistic judgments about perceived “correctness”
of a pronunciation of an item, as opposed to simply measuring
lexical activation. This possibility has interesting implications
about the level at which perceptual learning operates – i.e., do
post-perceptual biases or strategies affect lexically-guided perceptual learning?
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Figure 3: Relationship between perceptual learning in the categorization task, as measured by proportion of /s/-to-/S/ items
categorized as words, and the proportion of items identiﬁed as
/s/ words in the minimal pair continua in the categorization
task. Each dot represents one participant’s responses.

likely to identify the /s/-to-/S/ words as words than those who
heard the natural productions. When tested with novel stimuli
in a categorization task, both groups of listeners showed evidence of perceptual learning, categorizing more of the /s/ to /S/
continuum as /s/ words, which indicates an increase in the size
of the /s/ perceptual category compared to baseline performance
of a control group. All together, however, the exposure to the
resynthesized speech had minimal effect on perceptual learning
as compared with naturally produced speech.
Weatherholtz [15] had hypothesized that he found greater
generalization in perceptual learning than [14] because of Maye
and colleagues’ use of resynthesized speech. It may be the case
that lower quality synthesis negatively impacts perceptual learning, whereas the higher quality resynthesis we used in the current study does not. Further work addressing the role of synthesis quality is necessary to disambiguate the current ﬁndings.
Our future work tests the role of synthesis quality on the robustness of perceptual learning. Additionally, a systematic analysis
of the acoustic properties of the synthesized and naturally produced productions of these tokens will be informative about the
cues present to listeners in each condition. These results demonstrate, however, that synthesis in and of itself does not attenuate
perceptual learning.
Most inquiries into the perceptual learning of consonants
use ambiguous pronunciations that fall in between two phonological categories of a language. In this study, we fully substituted /S/ for /s/, similar to what has been done in recent studies of perceptual learning of English vowels [15, 14]. Unlike
these studies, however, we exposed listeners to the items in the
context of a lexical decision task, as opposed to the continuous
narratives used in the mismatched vowel studies. Focusing on
perceptual learning of shifting VOT distributions for /p/ and /b/,
[13] included a condition that was modelled after naturally produced French-accented English where listeners heard /p/ VOT

4. Conclusions
In summary, the present study found that listeners demonstrated
perceptual learning of fricatives regardless of whether they were
exposed to resynthesized or naturally produced tokens. This
was true even despite low endorsement rates of words in the
lexical decision phase, which we posit may be related to metalinguistic assessments of pronunciation correctness as opposed
to a lack of lexical activation during exposure. These results
raise many questions regarding the robustness of perceptual
learning with respect to synthetic or naturalistic speech, which
we will address in future work.
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